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The manipulation of ferromagnetic layer magnetization via electrical pulse is driving
an intense research due to the important applications that this result will have on
memory devices and sensors. In this study we realized a magnetotunnel junction in
which one layer is made of Galfenol (Fe1-xGax) which possesses one of the highest
magnetostrictive coefficient known. The multilayer stack has been grown by molecular
beam epitaxy and e-beam evaporation. Optical lithography and physical etching have
been combined to obtain 20x20 micron sized pillars. The obtained structures show
tunneling conductivity across the junction and a tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR)
effect of up to 11.5% in amplitude. C 2015 Author(s). All article content, except
where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0
Unported License. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4939019]

INTRODUCTION

The effort for controlling the magnetization of ferromagnetic thin films by means of electric
pulses has been tremendously intense in recent years.1–3 This research was driven from the great
potential applications that such a possibility would open in the domain of magnetic memories and sensors. In fact until now the magnetization direction has been controlled via dipole field or spin polarized
currents; with respect to these means the magnetization switching via an electric pulse4 would reduce
dramatically the energy consumption and/or the speed of the process. To obtain this result the research
is moving in different directions5: find a material in which the magnetoelectric coupling is strong
enough, the so-called multiferroics,6,7 to couple in suitable heterostructure ferroelectric and ferromagnetic layers8,9 (FE/FM) or to exploit the magnetoelastic coupling in piezoelectric/magnetostrictive
junctions10,11(PE/MS). While the bulk multiferroic materials, until now, have not shown satisfactory
performances in terms of Curie temperature or total magnetization,12 the FE/FM or the PE/MS heterojunctions have shown promising results and seem to be a viable solution to realize electrically
controlled magnetization devices. The ideal experiment would be to change the resistive state of a
magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) via the application of an electric pulse. However prior to achieve this
goal, it is mandatory to produce a working MTJ in which one layer presents a huge magnetostrictive
coefficient13–15 and significantly different from the second magnetic layer.
We have prepared a device based on a piezoelectric/magnetostrictive junction with the simplest
possible structure by substituting one of the FM layers of a Fe/MgO/Fe junction with a layer of
magnetostrictive material (Galfenol). Indeed, Galfenol is now becoming a material of interest in the
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framework of spintronic16,17 thanks to its specific properties18 (high magnetostrictive coefficient for
a material out of the rare-earth compounds, low coercive field, high Curie temperature). On another
side, Fe/MgO/Fe heterostructure is known to exhibit a very high magnetoresistance ratio19 at room
temperature, thus the obtained structure Fe1-xGax/MgO/Fe appears to be ideal to test the coupling
between the stress of the magnetostrictive material (Galfenol) and the resistance of the whole junction. Such a structure, combined with a piezoelectric substrate, could be the building block of a
piezoelectricity-assisted TMR junction where the two resistance states (parallel (P) and antiparallel
(AP) states) are obtained by applying an electric field. However, the high values of the TMR ratio in
Fe/MgO/Fe junctions, compared to other layered structures, arise from the fact that the MgO crystalline barrier acts as a spin filter20 particularly efficient for Fe electrodes due to coherent tunneling of
fully spin-polarized ∆1 electrons.21,22 Therefore, it is not straightforward to achieve a working MTJ
device with this Fe1-xGax/MgO/Fe stack because, the addition of Ga in the top Fe layer may strongly
influence the electronic structure of this material and the coherency of the tunneling effect through
the MgO barrier, thus affecting the magnetoresistance of the whole structure.
Here we describe the experimental realization of this device and report the observation of a
magnetoresistive effect in it.
GROWTH, PATTERNING AND EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

We have prepared a heterostructure of Fe0.8Ga0.2 (20 nm) /MgO(2.5 nm)/Fe(5 nm) ultra-thin
layers on GaAs(001) substrate (figure 1(a)) in two stages following the procedure described in a
previous publication.23 The growth of Fe on GaAs is well known and the Fe/GaAs system has been
extensively studied24 moreover GaAs has been also chosen as a substrate for a future possible integration of this device in the semiconductor industry. Finally the piezoelectric properties25 of this semiconductor makes it interesting for future piezoelectric/magnetostrictive coupling studies. In the first
stage, performed in the molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) chamber of APE beamline at Elettra in Trieste,
the surface oxide layer of a commercial undoped GaAs (001) crystal was removed by Ar+ sputtering. Then, Fe (5 nm) and MgO (2.5 nm) layers where successively grown by e-beam evaporators at
room temperature. The Fe epilayer shows an epitaxial relationship with GaAs substrate (Fe (001)
out-of-plane orientation and Fe [110] direction along GaAs [110]) while the MgO layer is rotated
45◦ in-plane with respect to Fe (MgO [100] parallel to Fe [110]). Fe and MgO layers thicknesses were
chosen to optimize the tunneling magnetoresistance as described in previous publications.19,26 In a
second stage, the growth of Fe1-xGax films on MgO/Fe/GaAs was performed in a molecular beam
epitaxy system at Institut des Nanosciences de Paris. After a heating treatment in UHV for cleaning
the samples surface, a Fe0.8Ga0.2 thin film was deposited by MBE with a growth rate of 0.2 nm per
minute and appropriate stoichiometric proportion of the beam equivalent pressures of Fe and Ga.27
The whole heterostructure was finally capped with a protective layer of Au. The top Fe1-xGax layer is
(001)-oriented with in-plane cubic axes aligned with respect to the Fe bottom layer23,27 (figure 1(a)).
After this growing step, the Au/Fe0.8Ga0.2/MgO/Fe/GaAs multilayer was patterned in sets of
20×20µm2 pillars (fig. 1(c)) using a dry etching technique with Ar+ ions. The pillar regions were first
protected by a 150nm-thick Al metallization obtained by standard UV lithography, e-beam evaporation and lift-off. Aluminum was chosen as the mask material because it displays an amphoteric
behavior and can be etched by basic solution, while most of alternative masking materials would
require an acid attack which is very dangerous for the delicate MgO tunnel barriers of the MTJ. After
this lithographic step, the top Au, FeGa, MgO and Fe layers were removed in a plasma etching chamber using 0.3mbar Ar plasma and an input radio-frequency power of 200W. The resulting substrate
bias was typically 400V. Etching was performed in a set of about 50-60 times 15 seconds repetitions,
with an interval of 15 seconds between consecutive repetitions, in order to minimize sample heating
and the possible consequent damage of the multilayer structure. The Al mask was removed at the
end of the etching protocol using a TMAH-based solution. An insulating lifting layer was fabricated
using UV lithography on SU-8 2002, as a base for the device bonding pads, which need to be electrically insulated from the exposed GaAs regions of the substrate. In order to ensure a smooth interface
between the bonding pads and the top of the MTJ pillars, SU-8 was exposed while keeping a gap of
about 10µm between the UV mask and the sample. This yielded a smooth border at the edge of the
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FIG. 1. (a) Description of the multilayer structure and the related epitaxial relationship between the different layers.
(b) Scheme of the device and bonding of the sample. The two black arrows indicate the contacts for the electrical
measurements. (c) Optical image of a couple of pillars and bonding pads.

exposed SU-8 (see fringes in the optical picture on the left side of Fig. 1(c)). As a final step, bonding
pads were obtained by UV lithography, e-beam evaporation of a Ti (10nm)/Au (100nm) bilayer and
lift-off. The electrical conduction was ensured on top of these pads by gold wire bonding.

ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS

Electrical characterizations were performed through two magnetic tunnel junctions in a symmetric configuration as shown on figure 1(b) (see black arrows). The measurements were performed in a
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FIG. 2. Voltage dependent tunneling current in the barrier (main panel); I/V curve of the device before any data treatment
(top inset [a]); first derivative of the I/V curve (bottom inset [b]) and 2nd order polynomial fit (green). The red dotted line
corresponds to a constant conductance due to the ohmic contribution in the current.

two-point mode at room temperature using a Keithley picoammeter/voltage source 6487. The raw I/V
curve of these junctions in between -0.25V < V < 0.25V is shown in the top inset of figure 2(a) revealing a mainly ohmic behavior with a resistance of 275Ω. Indeed, in the experimental geometry chosen
for the electrical measurements, the current is flowing, in between the two junctions, through the
GaAs substrate, which, being undoped, has a high resistance that hinders the contribution of the MgO
barriers. As a consequence, the high resistance of the substrate is responsible for the mainly ohmic
behavior of the current. Nevertheless, the derivative of this I/V curve (figure 2(b)) indicates a non
linear contribution which is interpreted28,29 to be a current tunneling through the MgO barrier and is
reaching 0.4% of the total current at 0.2V. This contribution can be fitted by a second order polynomial
curve (green curve on the bottom inset of figure 2(b)) as described in the Brinkman-Dynes-Rowell
model30 but the fitted values of thickness and height of the barrier are difficult to interpret due to the
specificities of the geometry of our measurements.
In an attempt to evaluate the tunneling contribution, the ohmic contribution has been removed to
show only the non-linear contribution represented by the voltage dependence of the tunneling current
(main panel in figure 2). The conductance versus voltage curve is interpreted as the sum of a constant
conductance (red dotted line on the bottom inset b of figure 2) due to the ohmic contribution and a 2nd
order polynomial curve describing the tunneling contribution. The constant conductance contribution
has been subtracted and the resulting curve integrated to finally display the current versus voltage
behavior of the tunnel barriers (main panel on figure 2).
On this same device, a magnetic field of up to 200 Oe has been applied in the in-plane
FeGa[110]||Fe[110] direction.23 A measurement of the current as a function of magnetic field applied
has been performed at a fixed bias voltage of 0.2V. The resulting magnetoresistance curve is finally
printed on figure 3 (blue). It shows the magnetoresistance calculated in percentage using the ratio
(R-R0)/R0 with R0 being the resistance in parallel state of the ferromagnetic layers. On the same
graph (black), we show the longitudinal magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) characterization of
this sample along the same FeGa[110]||Fe[110] magnetic axis previously done on the continuous
thin film heterostructure.23
As already described (see Reference 23), the hysteresis curve shows a double-step switching
process of magnetization in the FeGa/MgO/Fe heterostructure testifying the decoupling between the
two ferromagnetic FeGa and Fe layers despite the relatively thin MgO barrier (2.5nm). The first step
around 40 Oe corresponds to the bottom Fe layer while the second and complete step around 90 Oe is
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FIG. 3. Hysteresis curve of the heterostructure obtained by MOKE extracted from Ref. 23 (black) and magnetoresistance
effect measured after patterning (blue). The red arrows indicate the direction of magnetization of the top FeGa (right arrow)
and bottom Fe (left arrow) layers for an increasing magnetic field.

due to the reversal mechanism of the FeGa top layer (red dotted lines on fig. 3). Thus, for an increasing
applied magnetic field, between |40 Oe| < H < |90 Oe|, the magnetizations of FeGa top layer and Fe
bottom layer are opposite in direction (see arrows representing magnetic field direction in both FM
layers for an increasing H from -150 Oe to +150 Oe). This effect is concomitant with a change of
resistance in the pillars of around 0.01% in the same magnetic field range (fig. 3), thus determining
an observable magnetoresistance at room temperature.
A close inspection of Figure 3 indicates that the jump in the resistance and the coercive field
of the soft ferromagnetic layer do not match perfectly. In fact, the magnetoresistance effect experimentally measured occurs for applied magnetic field |20 Oe| < H < |90 Oe|. One would expect that
the increase in resistance appears exactly when the two ferromagnetic layers show magnetization
in opposite direction. This observed discrepancy can be mainly attributed to the patterning process
which may have damaged the thin Fe bottom layer (5nm). It is especially possible that the etching
process have induced structural (defects) and chemical (oxidation) changes at the edges of the pillars
changing the coercive field of the whole Fe layer from around 40 Oe to 20 Oe (blue dotted line on
fig. 3). On the contrary, the FeGa top layer, which is originally thicker (20nm), has not been affected
by the formation of the pillar structure, which explains the unchanged magnetic field of around 90 Oe
for the second border of the magnetoresistance effect. The magnetoresistance effect is due to the current tunneling through the MgO barriers. Because the main contribution to the current is ohmic, the
overall change of resistance measured is not well representative of the behavior of the junction itself.
To evaluate the effective magnetoresistance of the magnetic tunnel junction, we have considered the
ratio of magnetoresistance measured being due to a change of current in the only small tunneling
contribution, the ohmic main contribution being unchanged in parallel and antiparallel states. This
gives us an effective magnetoresistance of up to 11.5%. AlOx barriers have been first considered for
building magnetic tunnel junction with a magnetoresistance ratio of up to 70% for example for the
CoFeB/AlOx/CoFeB stack.31 On the contrary, MgO barrier is well known for giving much higher
magnetoresistance ratio like in the CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB junction32 where the ratio can reach 604%.
Our own multilayer stack is based on the famous Fe/MgO/Fe junction which was initially reported
with a magnetoresistance of 180% by Yuasa and coworker19 thanks to coherent tunneling of Fe electrons through the MgO barrier. The comparison between this reported value of magnetoresistance in
Fe/MgO/Fe MTJ and our result on FeGa/MgO/Fe multilayer stack is clearly an indication of a very
small effect.
To explain this great difference in magnetoresistance ratio, we have first to point out the relatively
large size of pillar structures used in this study (20 x 20µm2) and, as discussed previously on the line
shape of the TMR plot, the patterning process that may have damaged the edges of the pillars reducing
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the measured TMR. As a consequence, the presence of pin holes or structural defects (inside the
pillars or at his edges) is possible and would clearly reduce the quality of the MgO barrier. In addition
to this, the insertion of Ga in the top layer may change the electronic properties of one electrode
of this MTJ and thus the coherency of the tunneling electrons. However, this change of electronic
properties of Fe in FeGa compound was not observed by absorption spectroscopy techniques33,34 for
a Ga content below 30%. On another side, the introduction of Ga in the top Fe layer may significantly
change the interface between the ferromagnetic layer and MgO either by introducing defects due to
the complicated growth procedure or because of the intrinsic FeGa/MgO interface architecture (Ga
segregation). These parameters could play a detrimental role by lowering the spin polarization. As
a consequence, the device patterning process but also the growth mode of galfenol on MgO should
be of particular interest and different strategies of growth of the whole multilayer stack have to be
considered.

CONCLUSION

We have successfully grown an epitaxial Fe0.8Ga0.2/MgO/Fe/GaAs stack by MBE. On this film,
we have realized 20 x 20 µm2-sized pillars by a combination of UV lithography and physical etching.
I/V curves of these devices have shown a mainly ohmic behavior due to the current flowing
through the substrate and a non-linear contribution attributed to tunneling current through the MgO
barrier. Magnetoresistive characterizations have shown a change of the resistance of the device corresponding to an effective magnetoresistance of 11.5%. This value, which is far below the value
reported for the Fe/MgO/Fe MTJ stack, is however large enough to be suitable for application in
hybrid devices in which the mechanical stress will be employed to influence the magnetization of the
magnetostrictive layer.
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